
The LogBook problem
You need to think of  logbooks as the registration for a motorsport vehicle.
They are the history and ownership of a competition vehicle.
Think of it also as a Trackworthiness certificate.
Normally at Club level they are of no concern.
The rules about them are contained in Schedule L of the NCR rule book and this pretty table is what controls 
us. The VSSC is a CAMS State Championship
Note 2 says we have to have vehicles that either have a logbook or are genuinely Road Registered.

Note 1: For a 5th Category Historic automobile, pending the issue of a log book, a Temporary 
Permit to Compete is an acceptable alternative.

Note 2: Not required for a road registered automobile
Note 3: A State Council may permit an automobile to  compete in a club/multi-club rally without a log book, 

once in each calendar year. A log book is not required for a Rallysprint.

Now all is not lost, other paragraphs in Schedule L say.

A log book records the stamped chassis  number or automobile Identification Number (VIN) of an automobile, its 
classification, its competition history and its past and present ownership. A log book is not evidence of the 
eligibility of that automobile for a particular category or group nor of compliance with event regulations.

An automobile may be entered in a competition for a classification other than that recorded in the log 
book. Where this occurs it shall comply with the conditions for that competition (eg, a 5th Category 
automobile entered in a contemporary competition shall comply with the technical regulations for that competition).

Where a log book has been issued it shall be presented at the event even if not required by the above table.

That is we need you to have a logbook ( or Road Registered) so you are eligible to compete for the Outright 
Championship, but you can then enter into the applicable VSSC class.
There are two ways to jump that hurdle.
Create a car that fulfils the rules for a real race car eg 3J Improved Production and get it logbooked.
Create a car that does not conform to any Race class and get it logbooked as a Category 7 class.
A new Category that is for Motorsport vehicles for events like ours.
Now it is all a nuisance but you are competing in a State Championship, not inside your own club.

Now how do we simplify the Technical Regulations for the future.
Well we need to aim for the minimum, that will still make the competition fair.
You need 3 groups, Road Registered, Logbooked, Neither.

Then you need to separate the out the logbooked ones into Types.
Touring cars, Sports Cars, Race Cars, Exotics ( think TimeAttack, Drift etc)

Club Multi-
Club

National 
National

Other 
State

National
& above

Race * * * *
5th Category Race1 * * * *
Speed *2 *
Regularity * *
5th Category Regularity

Rally3 * * * *
Off Road * * * *
Autotest

Drifting * *



Now, then you have to separate the Touring cars into two levels depending on amount/ level of mods 
allowed. And that is our current thinking for next year. However it is still all Open to discussion and we 
welcome any feed back.

Email Us Info@VSSC.com.au

A – Road Registered
Vehicles that are currently registered and fulfil the required VSSC Category A Specifications. Non Compliant 
vehicles will be moved to Class K. Proof of current registration is required

B – Touring Cars J (Based on Group 3J and Similar Specifications)
Vehicles that substantially follow the Specifications of Group 3J Improved Production apart from specific 
exemptions listed below. Non Compliant vehicles will be moved to Category K.

C - Touring Cars D (Based on Group 3D and Similar Specifications)
Vehicles that substantially follow the Specifications of Group 3D Sports Sedans apart from specific 
exemptions listed below. Non Compliant vehicles will be moved to Category K.

D - Production Sports Cars (Group 2B & 2F)
Logbooked cars that are on the Group 2B and 2F Prodsports Eligible Vehicles List

E - Clubman, Race, Sports Racers & SuperSports (Groups 1, 2 & 6SR)
Clubmans,  Kit  Cars  and  Replicas  (whether  Road Registered  or  not)  using  Race  Tyres,  Racing  Cars, 
Sports  Racing  Cars  and  Sports  Racers  or  as classified  by  the  Victorian Supersprint  Panel.   

Class 1 Vehicles  defined  as  a  Formula Vee in the CAMS Manual

Class 2  Clubmans,  Kit  Cars  and Replicas (whether Road Registered  or  not)  using  Race Tyres  and  
vehicles  defined  as a  Formula  Ford  or  Formula Ford  1600  in  the  CAMS Manual.

Class 3 Cars  determined  to  be  eligible to  compete  in  Category E  by  the Victorian Supersprint  
Panel, Racing  Cars,  Sports  Racing Cars  and  Sports  Racers  with an  engine  capacity  up  to  and 
including 2000cc.

Class 4 Cars  determined  to  be  eligible to  compete  in  Category E  by  the Victorian Supersprint  
Panel, Racing  Cars,  Sports  Racing Cars  and  Sports  Racers  with an  engine  capacity  greater than 
2000cc.  

G - Historic Sports & Touring
Logbooked Vehicles which fulfil the Specifications in Category 5 Historic Cars of the current CAMS Manual 
of Motorsport.

J – Non-Logbooked
Is intended for registered vehicles that do not pass Category A or are neither registered nor logbooked.
Cars in this category will not be eligible for Outright or Overall awards.

K - Open Class
Is intended for vehicles that whilst logbooked are considered to not fulfil the specifications of the Classes 
above. This could be due to capacity or other reasons. This also includes vehicles from Category 7, Time 
Attack and may include Specific Road Registered Cars at the VSAP's discretion. Tyres must follow the 
specification of Schedule E
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